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ABSTRACT

This paper presents an approach for video event inference from dozens of actions performed by multiple players. First,
we constructed an And-Or graph to describe the different configurations of the event category such as shooting in soccer
matches. We considered both temporal relations and role relations for the graph and encode them as vector parameters
for each pair of graph nodes. Then, we developed an inference algorithm by using bottom-up and top-down processes.
We found the proposals for each node during the bottom-up step by considering three terms of energies and refined the
proposals during the top-down step by measuring the action-labeling similarity and the temporal misplacement penalty.
The optimal proposal of the inferring event and its score are obtained as the result. In the experiments, we tested the
inference performance of the approach for the shooting events on real soccer match videos. By our approach, we can infer
different kinds of shooting events in one scenario and interpret them play-by-play in a flexible way. Copyright © 2012
John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Analyzing and understanding videos of human activities
is a challenge and a hot research topic in recent years.
Many applications, such as video surveillance, video
broadcasting, and content-based video indexing rely much
on the tasks of recognizing and parsing events from these
videos. To achieve these tasks, a number of key issues,
including object tracking, human action recognition, and
human activity classification, are well studied in computer
vision research. As humans have a strong inclination to
realize what the humans are doing in the video, to tell the
storyline of the video is more attractive than several
words. Especially in the area of video broadcasting appli-
cation, for example, the FIFA World Cup broadcasting,
beyond enjoying a spectacular bicycle kick, what human
want to know from the soccer match videos are the pro-
cesses of meaningful events, one category of which is the
shooting events.

We present in this paper an approach for the shooting
event inference from dozens of actions performed by
multiple players. First, we constructed an And-Or graph to

describe the different configurations of the event category.
The Leaf-nodes of the And-Or graph represent the actions
performed by different roles of players. The And-nodes
and Or-nodes are successive on the levels of the graph,
representing the hierarchical compositions of the event.
The relations between the children of And-nodes only exist
at the same level. We considered both temporal relations
and role relations for the graph in this paper.

Second, we developed an inference algorithm that
combined a bottom-up process for proposing configura-
tions for the shooting events together with a top-down
process for refining these proposals. We found the propos-
als for each node by considering three terms of energies:
the data term, the structure term, and the relation term.
We refined the proposals by measuring the action-labeling
similarity and the temporal misplacement penalty. The
algorithm returns the optimal proposal for the inferring
event and obtains a score as well.

In the experiments, we tested the shooting events infer-
ence performance of the approach on real soccer match
videos. By our approach, we can infer different kinds
of shooting events (e.g., head shooting, penalty kick)
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in one scenario. The play-by-play commentaries of the
events were also obtained to denote what happens at the
right moment.

There are two main contributions in this paper. (i) We
represented the complex video events composed of multi-
agent actions and test the inference algorithm on real
soccer match videos. The various configurations of the
events are represented by an And-Or graph. The bottom-up
and top-down processes are used for inferring the events
from the actions performed by multiple players. (ii) We
considered both temporal relations and role relations in
the And-Or graph. As dozens of temporal segments of
the same action label appear in the videos, one kind of
action label can barely identify the happening of the infer-
ring event. We encoded all the six conditions of temporal
relations and four of role relations for each pair of nodes,
which makes it possible to represent the relationship
between the actions with the same semantic label.

This paper is organized as follows. We first review
related work. Then, we construct an And-Or graph to
represent the shooting event category in soccer matches
and explain the components of the graph. After that, we
formulate the probability distribution of the parse graph for
inference problem and develop bottom-up and top-down
processes for event inference. We show the experimental
results of action labeling and event inference and conclude
the paper in the end.

2. RELATED WORK

There have been a significant amount of video event under-
standing researches in various application domains. We
reviewed related work on group activity understanding and
sports event analysis at first and then reference the And-Or
graph for analyzing and representing the video events in
soccer matches.

Group activity understanding. Reference [1] presents a
stochastic methodology for the recognition of various
types of high-level group activities. The method main-
tains a probabilistic representation of a group activ-
ity, describing how individual activities of its group
members must be organized. It can recognize activ-
ities such as a group of thieves stealing an object
from another group and a group assaulting a person.
Reference [2] presents an approach to representing
and recognizing composite video events, which are
specified by a scenario, on the basis of primitive events
and their temporal–logical relations, to constrain the
arrangements of the primitive events in the composite
event. However, the soccer events we discussed in this
paper are composed of human actions at a distance,
which means that the events can hardly be detected by
some significant actions or objects.

Sports event analysis. Reference [3] presents an approach
to learn a visually grounded storyline model of
videos directly from weakly labeled data. The authors

consider that the storyline of a video describes the
causal relationships between actions. Reference [4]
presents a soccer video highlighting approach to find
the important events during the soccer match. They
use a statistical event model and linear temporal rela-
tions between the component actions. Reference [5]
presents a multiple objects detection and tracking
approach to track players in broadcast sports video.
Other works such as Reference [6] can hardly tell how
the soccer events are going. In spite of watching at a
distance, the human vision system have the capability
to understand with no difficulty the ongoing events.
This relies on both visual tracking and human experi-
ence on these events. For example, one player moving
quickly and others gathering toward him most likely
indicate that a shooting event is going to happen. As
human visual system seems to rely on decomposition
for understanding, the whole story of an event can be
naturally divided into three periods: the starting, ongo-
ing, and ending periods, which denote the temporal
interval before, during, and after the event, respec-
tively. Each period is composed of several human
actions performed by various players, which can be
represented by an And-Or graph.

And-Or graph representation. As a form of tree-like graph
used in problem solving and problem decomposition,
And-Or graph is used widely for image and video
understanding. For image understanding, Reference
[7] formulates an And-Or graph representation capa-
ble of describing the different configurations of
deformable articulated objects such as horses. The
methodology of the bottom-up and top-down pro-
cesses is useful for us. For video understanding,
Reference [8] presents an event parsing algorithm
based on stochastic context sensitive grammar (SCSG)
for understanding events, inferring the goal of
agents, and predicting their plausible intended actions.
The SCSG represents the hierarchical compositions
of events and the temporal relations between the
sub-events. We referenced the structure of the And-
Or graph used in this paper, while the seman-
tics, the attributes, and the parameters of the nodes
are different.

3. VIDEO EVENT REPRESENTATION

The structure of an And-Or graph is represented by a
five-tuple [7,8]

G D
n
S; V N; V T; R; P

o
(1)

S is the root node for a meaningful event category. V N D

V and [ V or is the set of non-terminal nodes, which con-
tains And-nodes and Or-nodes. Each And-node, represent-
ing an event or sub-event, is decomposed into sub-events
or atomic actions as its children nodes. All the children
nodes of the event or sub-event must occur when it
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Figure 1. One of the And-Or graph representation for the shooting events. S is the root node, representing all kinds of
shooting happening during the soccer match. fA1;A2; :::g and fO1;O2; :::g denote nodes of V and and V or. fL1;L2; :::g denote terminal
nodes of V T. The And-nodes and the Or-nodes are alternate in rows. The Leaf-nodes represent the atomic actions performed by

different players.

happens. Each Or-node is a switch to all the conditions of
an event or sub-event, with a distribution to indicate the
frequency of each condition. V T is the set of terminal
nodes, representing atomic human actions. R is the set of
relations between the children of And-nodes. We consid-
ered both temporal relations and role relations in this paper.
P is the probability model defined on the graph.

One of the And-Or graph representation for the shooting
event is illustrated in Figure 1. The And-nodes, Or-nodes,
and Terminal-nodes are depicted by rectangles, circles, and
triangles, respectively. The structure of the graph is defined
manually on the basis of the case study. The parameters and
relations for all nodes are learned from the training data.

3.1. Non-Terminal Nodes

The non-terminal nodes V N are composed of a set of
And-nodes and a set of Or-nodes. Each node va 2 V and

represents a certain type of sub-event of shooting. Each
vo 2 V or has a prior distribution zvo to indicate the fre-
quency of choosing one of its children. The root node
S 2 V and represents all types of the shooting events
during the soccer match. It has three children, illustrated
as fO1; O2; O3g, representing the starting, ongoing, and
ending of the shooting events, respectively.

3.2. Terminal Nodes

The terminal nodes V T, also known as Leaf-nodes,
represent the atomic human actions performed by players
during the soccer match. Each action is performed by a
certain player in a continuous time interval. For a certain
time interval, several actions happen concurrently, while a
list of actions happen sequentially for a certain player. As
shown in Figure 1, considering the role of the player and
the semantic label of the action, we defined 12 categories

of actions for the shooting events, listed in Table I. For
each vt 2 V T, we learned its semantic label from training
data set.

The human actions fai g in videos can be represented as
a state attribute ı.ai / D .labelai ; �ai ; cai /. labelai and
�ai denote the set of semantic category labels of the action
and the corresponding similarity with the action category
for classification. There are six categories of important
human actions according to our graph definition, labeled
as run, kick, head, pick, stand, and rush. cai represents the
roles of the action players, marked as team A, team B, and
the keeper.

We defined a temporal duration �v D .tv ; Iv/ for all
nodes in the And-Or graph, where tv denotes the start
anchor point of v, and Iv denotes the length of the
temporal interval. The prior temporal duration h.�v/ D
.h.tv/; h.Iv// for each node v is learned as well.

3.3. Relations

The relationsRD .�; �/ only exist between a pair of nodes
of the same level, where � and � represent the temporal
relations and the role relations, respectively.

Table I. The atomic actions with attributes.

Node Semantic label Node Semantic label

L0 � L6 K stands
L1 A1 runs L7 K rushes
L2 A1 kicks L8 K picks
L3 A1 heads L9 K runs
L4 A1 picks L10 D1 heads
L5 A2 kicks L11 D1 kicks

A1, A2, K, and D1 denote different roles of players. For example, A1
and A2 denote the teammates, which mean different members of the
same team. K is the keeper, and D1 is an opponent.
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3.3.1. Temporal Relation.

There are six binary temporal relations, known as before,
overlaps, meets, during, starts, and finishes, according to
Allen’s temporal logic theory. In this paper, we defined
temporal relation �.vi ; vj / of two nodes vi and vj as a
vector, representing the energies of �.vi ; vj / being the six
conditions, respectively. The prior distribution z�.vi ;vj / is
also learned from the training data.

For temporal relation type tr, we computed �tr by
measuring how well the duration of vi and vj fit the
pattern of tr. For example, if tvi C Ivi � tvj D 0, it
means that duration �vi meets duration �vj , and the prob-
ability �meets is enormous. The temporal relations between
nodes is composed of six conditions, each one of which has
an energy for fitness measuring. That is because that for
multiple agents event, the temporal relation of two actions
performed by different agents is not stabilized as that by
the same agent. We formulated the temporal relation �tr as
follows, where Ci is a large constant, thi is the threshold,
and gi .�; �/ is an i-D Gaussian distribution.

Before represents that vi finishes before vj happens,
which means n1

�
�vi ; �vj

�
D tvj � Ivi � tvi > 0.

�before.vi ; vj /D g
1.dif 1; tvj / (2)

where

dif 1 D

8<
:
n1
�
�vi ; �vj

�
; if n1 > 0

jn1
�
�vi ; �vj

�
j CC1; otherwise

(3)

and g1 is defined on tv .
Overlaps represents that vj happens before vi finishes,

which means n2
�
�vi ; �vj

�
D tvj � tvi > 0.

�overlaps.vi ; vj /D g
2
�
.dif 2; dif 3/; �vj

�
(4)

where

dif 2 D

8<
:
n2
�
�vi ; �vj

�
; if n2 > 0

jn2
�
�vi ; �vj

�
j CC2; otherwise

(5)

dif 3 D

8<
:
�n1

�
�vi ; �vj

�
; if n1 < 0

jn1
�
�vi ; �vj

�
j CC3; otherwise

(6)

and g2 is defined on �v .
Meets represents that vi finishes the same time as vj

happens. During represents that vj happens before vi
and finishes after it, which means n2

�
�vi ; �vj

�
< 0 and

n3
�
�vi ; �vj

�
D tvj C Ivj � tvi � Ivi > 0. Starts repre-

sents that vi and vj happens at the same time, which means
jn2

�
�vi ; �vj

�
j < th1. Finishes represents that vi and vj

finishes at the same time, which means jn3
�
�vi ; �vj

�
j <

th2. The definitions of the last four temporal relations are
similar to those of the first two relations.

3.3.2. Role Relation.

The role relation represents the restrains of the players
of a pair of actions. For a pair of non-terminal nodes vi
and vj , the role relation �.vi ; vj / is calculated by multi-
plying the role relations between all the Leaf-nodes in the
topology of the sub-graph rooted by vi and vj .

The role relations between Leaf-nodes include both
unary and binary relations. The unary relations ur.A/ rep-
resent that player A is a ball-player or keeper, whereas
the binary relations br.A;B/ explain that players A and
B are teammates or opponents. We enumerated the role
relations between Leaf-nodes as the-same-person, team-
mates, opponents, and player-and-keeper. The role relation

�
�
vt
i ; v

t
j

�
of two nodes vt

i and vt
j is a four-element vec-

tor, representing the energies of �
�
vt
i ; v

t
j

�
being the four

conditions, respectively. The prior distribution z
�
�
vt
i
;vt
j

� is

learned from the training data. For role relation type rr, we
calculated �rr as a binarization by the attribute cai in ıai
and caj in ıaj for ai and aj .

We have constructed the And-Or graph, and the compo-
nents of the graph are described earlier. Then, we introduce
the algorithm of video event inference on the graph.

4. VIDEO EVENT INFERENCE

We implemented the shooting event inference by finding a
parse graph pgS , which is an instance of the And-Or graph,
obtained by switching each Or-node to one of its condi-
tions and specifying the attributes of all the And-nodes and
Leaf-nodes.

4.1. Probability Distribution of Parse Graph

We considered pgS as a graph rooted by node S . For
adopting the bottom-up and top-down algorithms for event
inference, we defined the energy of sub-graph pg rooted by
a certain node as follows.

".pg; d /D
X

vt2V T.pg/

E.vt; d /C
X

vn2V N.pg/

E.vn/

C
X

va2V and.pg/

X

x;y2V child
va

E.x; y/ (7)

where d is the input data, and V child
va is the set of children

of va.
So, the probability for pgS under the input data is of the

following form

p.pgS ; d /D
1

Z
exp

n
�".pgS ; d /

o
(8)

where Z is the partition function. The formulations of
".pg/ are listed in the succeeding texts.
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The first term of ".pg/ is the data term that measures the
accordance of a certain action ai fitting the terminal node
vt in V T.pg/. It is calculated by

E.vt; ai /Dmax
tai

�same.�vt ; �ai / (9)

where �ai D
�
tai ; h.Ivt/

�
is a segment of ai with the same

length as the prior temporal duration of vt. xisame means
that the two temporal intervals begin at the same time and
end at the same time, too. The calculation of �same is similar
to the ones formulated in the temporal relation.

The second term is the structure term for holding the
structure of the graph with a link from a parent node
to a child node. For an And-node, it means the sim-
ilarity between the temporal duration of the And-node
and the total duration of its children. For an Or-node, it
means the similarity between the temporal duration of the
Or-node and its child in this parse graph with the proba-
bility of switching to this condition. The second term is
calculated by

E.vn/D

8<
:
�same

�
�va ; �V child

va

�
if va

zvo�same
�
�vo ; �cvo .pg/

�
if vo

(10)

where �V child
va

is the temporal interval of the children set

of va, which is calculated as the first start point t and the
longest duration I (interval between the first start point and
the last end point in V child

va ). cvo .pg/ is the child of vo in pg.
The third term of ".pg/ is the relation term that measures

the temporal relations and the role relations between the
children of And-nodes. It models all the six conditions of
temporal relations and the four conditions of role relations,
calculated by

E.x; y/D z� � �.x; y/C z� � �.x; y/ (11)

where � means the dot multiplication of two vectors.
Now, we have formulated a complete probability distri-

bution for the parse graph pg. The energy of each node
v in its sub-graph pgv can be calculated by Equation (7).
This mechanism makes it possible to adopt an iterative
processing algorithm for event inference from a set of
human actions.

4.2. Bottom-Up and Top-Down Processing

Given a set of human actions Aƒ D fai g as the input data
in video sequence ƒ, the task of video event inference is
to find the parse graph pgS� that maximizes the posterior
probability defined by

pgS� D argmaxp
�

pgS ; Aƒ
�

(12)

where p.pgS ; Aƒ/ is defined in Equation (8). A parse
graph is a proposal for Aƒ.

The pseudo code of the algorithm of bottom-up and
top-down process for video event inference is shown in
Algorithm 1. In the bottom-up step, we collected the pro-
posals for each node of each level from the bottom to the
top. Because of the increase in the proposals of an And-
node, we pruned the proposals by the energy defined in
Equation (7). In the top-down step, for each valid proposal
of the root node S , we measured the fitness of the proposal
df .ppS / by the input data Aƒ.

df
�
ppS

�
D� log

�
�appv

�
C 

�
h.�v/; �appv

�
(13)

where  is the temporal misplacement penalty function for
the temporal segment appv , defined similarly as in [9].

5. EXPERIMENTS

We implemented our algorithm and tested it on the data
set chosen from HD videos of real soccer matches. Specif-
ically, we manually chose some clips from 2010 FIFA
World Cup DVDs. These clips are taken in 30 frames per
second in the resolution of 1080 � 720, varying from short
to long.

In order to obtain a better result for action labeling,
we preprocessed the videos in the following steps. First,
we used a modified version of particle filter tracker [10]
for human tracking. Second, we classified the player-
centric figures by measuring color histogram to obtain the
role of the player. Last, the player-centric video clips of
human actions are passed into the action-labeling step. This
process took about 10 min for a 200-frame video.

5.1. Action Labeling

In the action-labeling step, we followed the experimental
steps proposed in [11]. We first constructed an action data
set consisting about 108 tracked sequences, approximately
9600 frames. In order to collect enough actions of kick,
head, or pick acted in different views and styles, we added
in some sequences cut from FIFA football game videos.
The sequences in the data set are tracked through the afore-
mentioned steps manually, supplemented by flipping some
of the sequences.

We specified 12 action labels for classification (Figure 2)
in total and eight labels in use: run, walk, stand, slide,
pick, kick, rush, and head. Optic flows are half-rectified and
blurred as features for frame-to-frame matching. A blurry
kernel is convolved by the frame-to-frame similarity matrix
to obtain final motion-to-motion similarity matrix. In order
to classify instantaneous action such as kick and head,
we computed the motion descriptor with seven frames of
temporal extent.

Given a video clip obtained from the preprocessing step,
we first calculated optic flow on each frame and labeled the
frame to stand if the variation of the optic flow is below
a threshold. Then, we followed the algorithm proposed in
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Figure 2. The action categories classified by our algorithm.

[11] to give each of the rest frames a label by action clas-
sification; the average precision of classification is shown
in Figure 3. So, each frame has its action label right now.
The labeled frames were clustered into action sequences
by Markov chains, each sequence only having one action
label. As the algorithm was tested in a much better

condition (high-resolution videos with little camera vari-
ation and a larger data set), we obtained a better classifica-
tion result. Thus, a set of action sequences were obtained,
with the annotations of the role, the action label, and corre-
sponding temporal extent. These annotations were directly
passed into the event inference step.
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Figure 3. The precision for action categories classification,
which gives each frame an action label. Walk-related actions

have the highest classification precisions.

5.2. Event Inference

After the action-labeling process, our event inference
system behaves automatically with the annotations of
action sequences as input data. We collected annotations of
about 30 videos processed using the aforementioned step,
including goal or shooting events of different kinds and in
various temporal alignments. We split the data into train-
ing set and testing set and constructed the And-Or graph
manually using the annotations in a training set (future
work will include learning graphs from the training set).

The attributes of every node were determined by statistical
data and refined from the training set.

Figure 4 shows the result of an inference example of
general kick. Different from other works related to shoot-
ing event recognition on the basis of camera shot analysis
or ball detection, our system only explores inner relation-
ships between sub-actions of humans. This example clip
consists of 215 frames, involving more than 10 actors
behaving simultaneously. After action labeling, the anno-
tations of 57 actions were put into the graph. Among these
actions, about 10 of them were incorrectly classified. The
parsing process took less than 1 s in a computer with a
3.2-GHz CPU. At the top level of the graph, it collects
about 540 valid proposals. Each proposal is within the
variation allowed by the graph on all aspects and denotes
one interpretation of the event. For example, the starting
process contains three actions: one attacker kicks, another
attacker runs, and the keeper stands. However, it is also rea-
sonable according to the graph that only the keeper stands,
no matter what the other two attackers are doing. Although
the vital information of the ball is absent, we success-
fully parsed the video by inferring the event due to tight
constraints on either temporal aspects or the relationships
between sub-actions themselves. As shown in Figure 5, we
can infer different kinds of shooting events (e.g., heading,
free kick, penalty kick) by our approach. The play-by-play
commentaries of the events were also obtained to denote
what happens at the right moment.

Our approach encourages proposals with highly rigid as
well as more detailed configuration (which means a more
complex topology of the proposal). Thus, the system can

Figure 4. An inference example of general kick event. The blocks in the table denote temporal extents of tracks, sorted by roles and
actions. Black lines are temporal extents expected by the graph. The blue, purple, and green lines are the temporal extents selected
by the graph during the starting, ongoing, and ending periods, respectively. Images extracted from frames on the top show the

significant change of the graph (e.g., a new branch is successfully parsed).
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Figure 5. More inference results. We can infer different kinds of shooting events (e.g., heading, free kick, penalty kick) by our
approach. The play-by-play commentaries of the events were also obtained to denote what happens at the moment.
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reserve as much as possible the information contained by
videos, which reflects the flexibility of our approach for
interpretation. Other proposals that have poor temporal
orders, such as Attacker 5 kicking and Attacker 2 running
in starting period, are discarded because of a relatively low
matching score. Note that although several players per-
form kicking or heading (Attacker 2 and 5, Defender 3),
only Attacker 5’s action is considered valid considering its
better satisfaction of temporal and role constraints defined
by the graph.

6. CONCLUSION

We present in this paper an approach for video event infer-
ence on an And-Or graph from dozens of actions. The
actions occur repeatedly and simultaneously, performed by
various players. The complex video events are composed
of these actions, without starting or ending signals.

The And-Or graph represents the different configu-
rations of the event category. The Leaf-nodes of the
And-Or graph represent human actions performed by dif-
ferent roles of players. The relations between a pair of
nodes include six temporal relations and four role relations.
The event inference algorithm contains a bottom-up pro-
cess for proposing possible configurations and a top-down
process for refining the results.

We test our approach on real soccer match videos.
After an initial action-labeling step, the action annotations
of the test video clip are collected for event inference.
The bottom-up and top-down processes pick up all pos-
sible proposals and obtain the best one by the matching
score. By our approach, we can infer different kinds of the
shooting events (head shooting, penalty kick, etc.) in one
scenario in the absence of the ball information and interpret
them play-by-play in a flexible way.

The limitation of this work is that the structure of the
manually defined And-Or graph is barely suitable for other
event categories. In the future work, we will focus on
learning the structure of the And-Or graph from train-
ing data, which makes our approach flexible for other
event categories.
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